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Beyond Gratification: The Benefits of Pornography and the Demedicalization of Female Sexuality
This Paper argues that non-obscene adult pornography should remain protected by the United States Constitution because it has contributed to the demedicalization of female sexuality. There is an ongoing debate among feminists regarding the value of pornography and whether it should be protected under the First Amendment. This Paper explains the background of the debate regarding the status of pornography as a form of speech and whether it has value that warrants its protection. Specifically, this Paper focuses on the removal of nymphomania from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual and its absence as a modern medical diagnosis as an example of the demedicalization of female sexuality. The demedicalization of female sexuality has positively affected women in the United States. Catalysts for this demedicalization include the production and consumption of adult pornography by women. For this reason, adult pornography deserves continued protection as a form of free speech under the First Amendment.

I. Introduction

There is an on-going debate regarding the values of pornography and the effects that may result from its production and consumption. Under the First Amendment, there is a presumptive protection of all speech. In order for sexual speech to fall beyond that protection, there must essentially be a showing that the speech is obscene, which means that the material: 1) appeals to a prurient interest in sex; 2) is patently offensive to contemporary community standards; and 3) is “utterly without redeeming social value.” There are arguments that non-obscene pornography causes harm to women and society, but these purported harms are not substantial enough to outweigh the benefits of pornography. This Paper argues that pornography has played a substantial role in the demedicalization of female sexuality and should remain protected by the First Amendment. Specifically, there should be continued protection of non-obscene pornography. However, some pornography should remain unprotected under the First Amendment and classified as obscene because their harms are so great, such as child pornography. The current definition of obscenity seems to adequately reflect this difficult boundary and, therefore, non-obscene pornography should remain protected under the First Amendment.

Historically, female sexual expressions that violate social norms have been stigmatized which caused women to believe that their desires were symptoms of disease and led doctors to treat them. Female sexuality is one of many natural processes, in addition to childbirth, homosexuality, and drug addiction, that has been medicalized. Medicalization has often arisen in connection with issues surrounding the control of women’s reproduction, especially women’s sexuality. An example of this medicalization is nymphomania, which was used as a catchall term for women’s actions, usually sexual actions, that society frowned upon, such as wearing revealing clothing or engaging in premarital sex. Nymphomania reflected society’s disapproval and anxieties about gender roles and social norms. Many of the same acts that resulted in society labeling a woman as a nymphomaniac were considered socially acceptable for a man, and did not result in similar labeling. In 1987, the term nymphomania was removed from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders and, as a result, is no longer a recognized psychosexual disease. This achievement potentially resulted from many catalysts. This Paper focuses on pornography’s role in achieving the demedicalization of female sexuality.
Part II of this Paper explains the history of nymphomania and the medicalization of female sexuality. Included is a description of nymphomania and the ways in which it has been connected to illness. Additionally, this Part addresses how the concept of nymphomania has managed to continue in its existence and change over time. Lastly, this Part examines how nymphomania and its relation to female sexuality are treated in modern American culture.

Part III discusses why and how society medicalizes nonmedical issues. Ultimately, this Paper argues that medicalization of female sexuality is at least partially an attempt to reinforce male gender superiority over women. It then compares the medicalization of birth control and abortion and how they have also been used to reinforce the gender hierarchy.

Part IV summarizes the current debate regarding the censorship of pornography. Proponents for the protection of pornography argue that pornography can be a release of sexual tension that contributes to a decrease in sexual violence. They also claim that pornography contributes to greater female social equality, and pushes the boundaries of social conservatism. Pro-censorship supporters argue that pornography degrades women, contributes to gender inequality, and leads to acts of misogyny, many of which would not occur but for the production of pornography. Catharine MacKinnon, a pro-censorship advocate, argues that pornography causes direct harm to the individual women involved in making pornography and to society as a whole because it socially subordinates women and turns them into the sexual property of men. Furthermore, pro-censorship supporters argue that pornography does not deserve constitutional protection at all because it is conduct, not speech. This Part summarizes both sides of the censorship argument and concludes that the risk of harm caused by pornography is outweighed by the benefits that can result from the production and consumption of pornography.

Part V explains the benefits of pornography and argues that it should remain a protected form of speech. Additionally, Part V addresses the strongest counterargument to the thesis of this Paper: child pornography. An argument could be made that the benefits that result from adult pornography could also apply to child pornography; however, such an argument about child pornography does not stand because child pornography causes different types of harm that outweigh any benefits supporters might argue that it has. Therefore, the harms caused by the production and consumption of child pornography negate the presumptive protections for free speech under the First Amendment.

II. Nymphomania and the Medicalization of Female Sexuality

Beginning in the late 19th century, and up through the mid-20th century, there was a widely held belief that strong sexual desires in a woman were a symptom of disease. Medical texts had used science and biological reasoning to reinforce the sexual norms of society and to treat conduct that failed to conform to society’s sexual code as a malady. Medical professionals used the respect and illusiveness of their field to legitimize the code of acceptable sexual behavior and gender roles between men and women by medicalizing any sexual acts that deviated from those norms. Even today American women sometimes seek advice on how to fix their sex “problems” when their sexual desires do not conform to acceptable societal gender norms. Historically, acceptable sexual expression has had many more boundaries for women than for men. For example, doctors previously blamed a woman’s dissatisfaction with intercourse on her insatiable reproductive organs or her brain instead of considering the man’s possible impotence or his sexual inexperience as the cause. Additionally, women who took on dominant or aggressive sexual characteristics were often seen as sick or deviant. Clearly, women who deviate from social norms risk being mistreated or diagnosed as ill by society for acts that men can commit without the same risk of stigma.

The dominant ideology during the Victorian era was that women were “passionless” and “the passive objects of male desire.” This mentality persisted throughout this period and continued into the twentieth century, there was an assumption that women were mainly valued for their capacity to produce children and that their sole interest in sex was to procreate. Many Victorian women internalized these societal expectations, which led many women to consult their doctors about their sexual “problems” when they deviated from societal notions of healthy sexual expression.
defining characteristics of nymphomania were not compiled by physicians alone. Women also shared in the construction of nymphomania, although probably unintentionally. For example, a woman who could not achieve an orgasm or who wanted to be on top during intercourse might interpret these feelings as indicative of a personal problem, which would often cause her to seek medical advice for her “condition.” Thus, women also played a part in the association of their sexual feelings with disease and the need for treatment.

As a result of hegemonic gender ideals, women became patients because they believed that their “unnatural” feelings were symptoms of disease. The social norms maintained that it was only proper for women to participate in intercourse in order to produce children and that women were supposed to passively submit to their husbands’ sexual advances. If a woman deviated from those gender norms, she might become fearful that she was sick and that she needed medical treatment, which is a demonstration of women medicalizing their own sexuality as a disease. Doctors often facilitated and perpetuated women’s fear by diagnosing the symptoms and treating them as an actual disease. Therefore, both women and doctors contributed to and reinforced the medicalization of female sexuality.

Physicians have historically connected illness in women to their reproductive organs, whereas they were much more hesitant to attribute male sickness to their genitalia. For instance, when a couple started experiencing sexual dysfunction where the woman was not satisfied by intercourse, the doctor often diagnosed the woman as a possible nymphomaniac. The doctor would label the woman as suffering from insatiable desire and enlarged reproductive organs rather than looking to the man and potential erectile dysfunction as the cause of the sexual unhappiness. Doctors reframed sexual dissatisfaction as a “woman’s problem” and thus took away women’s ability to seek out pleasure, enjoy their bodies, and their ability to find the true remedy to their sexual unhappiness, such as their husbands’ impotence. As a result of these stereotyped medical beliefs, the male form of nymphomania, “satyriasis,” was diagnosed less frequently, treated differently, and was more obscure than the feminine nymphomania. Furthermore, in some instances a highly sexual woman, unable to relieve her sexual desires, risked the removal of her clitoris or ovaries if the doctor felt it could relieve her “insatiable” sexual desires. Thus, the medicalization of female sexuality resulted in biased diagnosing and labeling of women that caused them to be unfairly stigmatized, unlike their male counterparts who were exhibiting the same conduct.

Nymphomania had much broader implications, as it functioned as a catchall for women who did not conform to societal expectations regarding sex, which was reflected by societal fears and anxieties over changing social roles. American society once considered a woman who preferred to be on top during intercourse or who could only climax on top to be a betrayer of the feminine role and “[p] otentially nymphomaniac.” Here, the woman was considered too aggressive and taking on too much of a masculine role, which she was socialized to believe made her sick or in need of medical treatment. The diagnosis of nymphomania was a tool used to medicalize behavior that society did not understand or that threatened hegemonic gender ideals.

In the early to mid-20th century, the women’s movement set out to change the circumstances of women. The women’s movement politicized sex and, by doing so, illustrated “that what went on in the bedroom was not really private. In fact, the relationship in the bedroom replicated women’s subordinate position and economic dependence in the outside world.” The power of the women’s movement came from the dialogue between women allowing them to realize that many women had the same desires and fears. The women’s movement, along with psychologists and advice columnists, tried to understand and explain women’s sexual desires and experiences. Women in the 1950s and 1960s found themselves struggling with feelings of dissatisfaction in their lives. However, the 1960s brought an end to the notion that women were happy with their melancholy lives, and the “problem that had no name” finally began to be addressed. Not a month went by without the publication of a book or article advising women on how to achieve greater fulfillment in life through sex. In the mid-20th century, women began to see new attention paid to their happiness and sexuality, which allowed them to achieve more personal empowerment.

In the 1970s and 1980s, pornography began to reflect these cultural changes and to depict more active females who were the aggressors, openly seeking
the sexual acts that they found more pleasurable instead of just responding to what men enjoyed. Pornography played a dual role reflecting and influencing women's sexuality; however, this time it influenced women in a way that liberated their sexual expression. This new style of pornography allowed women to see other women acting out the things that they might desire to do without being treated as sick or deviant. Perhaps it is no coincidence that at the same time that pornography shifted to reflect female sexual interests, the illness “nymphomania” was removed from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (hereinafter DSM). Although the DSM still lists other types of sexual maladies and “abnormalities,” “nymphomania,” a term charged with social judgments and a history of bias, is no longer a valid medical diagnosis.

Indeed, the abandonment of nymphomania as an illness and the liberalization of female sexuality help to explain why “nymphomania” no longer carries with it the deviant or sick connotation it once had. Today, “nympho” is a common term for a woman who enjoys sex or who has a lot of sex. For the most part, it carries a more positive connotation than “nymphomaniac” did a hundred years ago since it no longer indicates a diagnosable disease. However, the negative history surrounding that word still taints its reputation, as illustrated by some women who still seek advice in articles on “how to tell if I am really a nympho” and “the warning signs of nymphomania.”

Despite the demedicalization of “nymphomania,” female sexuality is still a focus of laws and medical treatment used to control women. Women have made much progress in their sexual freedoms; however, the effects of medicalizing female sexuality as a disease like nymphomania are still present in our culture. The labeling of deviant behavior essentially discourages or shames individuals from exhibiting those actions or viewpoints. This categorization discourages a woman from acting in that fashion in the future for fear that she will continue to receive negative attention. The rest of this Paper attempts to break down the reasons for medicalization and shed light on how pornography has helped demedicalize female sexuality.

III. Why Do We Medicalize Sexuality?

Medicalization has occurred not only for forms of socially “deviant” behavior, such as alcoholism, but also for many normal or “natural life processes,” such as menopause. A common reason for the medicalization of an arguably non-medical problem is to gain or enforce social control by one social group over another. Medicine is a popular mechanism of social control because it is a respected field that is not well-understood by the general public. This lack of knowledge by the general public regarding medicine has made it difficult for individuals who are targeted by social control mechanisms to fight back. Furthermore, doctors defend their control of medicine by making efforts to prevent midwives and, historically, female doctors from entering the profession who might challenge their control over medical diagnosis and treatment. There are numerous accounts of the medicalization of natural functions of women's lives, especially those pertaining to reproduction, and, most notably, women's sexuality. This Part examines the possible reasons that women's sexuality has been a target for medicalization and discusses how birth control and abortion have affected the medicalization of female sexuality.

The ability to reproduce is one of the most unique qualities that women possess and has the potential to give women great power. The potential for power arises because “a woman's ability to bear children is linked to the continuity of families, racial and ethnic lineage, the perpetuation of social groups and classes, the control of property, the relationship between men and women, and the expression of sexuality.” Thus, men have historically been motivated to control women's sexuality and discourage promiscuity, not only to maintain social control but also to ensure that their wives' offspring were biologically their own. Historically, women across cultures have been socialized to only have a proper interest in sexual intercourse when it is for the purpose of reproduction. Socializing women to limit their interests in sexuality ensures that women will not stray from their male partners to fulfill sexual desires. Men's control over women's sexuality allows them to monopolize power in the family because it gives reproductive power and control over
lineage back to the men. Thus, it is clear that men have maintained an interest in controlling women's sexuality to ensure their continued status as the more powerful gender.

American society has historically labeled non-procreative intercourse as deviant. Only with the advent of birth control were women able to freely embrace sexuality without the fear of pregnancy. Doctors sought to protect their monopoly on reproduction for the benefit of their medical practices. As a result, doctors reproduced gender norms by arguing that abortion and birth control threatened male authority over women and claimed that an absence of risk of pregnancy would cause women to relax their sexual morals and become promiscuous. Additionally, birth control affected men's power over reproduction and family lineage because a woman who used birth control had the power to decide when and how many children the couple would have. While some men also benefited from birth control because it allowed them to engage in carefree sexual experiences without marrying, there were still many men who found the ability of women to enjoy the same freedoms as a threat to patriarchy and their social prowess.

In addition to birth control, abortion threatened male dominance and class control. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, “doctors emphasized that abortion was most frequently practiced by married women, particularly those of the so-called ‘native’ middle class.” As a result, doctors politicized women's reproduction and urged the middle-class to object to abortion and contraception in order to maintain the power of the middle-class. Similar to birth control, abortion also gave women a means to control pregnancy and the blood line, which threatened men's patriarchal social dominance. Men responded to this threat with the passage of the Comstock Laws in order to prevent the dissemination of information regarding contraception. The Comstock Act, passed in 1873, defined information about women's sexuality and reproductive options as obscene, and consequently prevented the distribution of this information. Thus, men have used their power, as well as censorship of certain speech, to control women's sexuality and to prevent women from exercising power over men.

In order to understand demedicalization it is important to see the reasoning and process that led to a condition's medicalization. Female sexuality threatens male social and political power because reproduction affects qualities linked to power, such as progeny and inheritance. The repeal of the majority of the Comstock Act in 1936 led to easier accessibility of information regarding birth control and abortion, which challenged male control of reproduction. The women's movement is largely responsible for the demedicalization of female sexuality. Pornography is an example of women's agency that has allowed women to learn from each other and given women a voice in the sexual liberation movement. The controversy over pornography and the ways it has helped demedicalize female sexuality are discussed in Parts IV and V.

IV. The Censorship Debate

This Part is divided into two subsections. Subsection A presents common arguments against the censorship of pornography. Subsection B presents common arguments in favor of censorship. These arguments are presented here to serve as a background on the current censorship debate. Furthermore, this comparison supports the argument that while there may be harms caused by the production and consumption of pornography, the overall benefits that result from pornography outweigh those harms and therefore should be protected as a form of speech.

a. Argument Against Censorship

A common anti-censorship argument is that sexism and violent imagery of women would still exist even in the absence of pornography. Pornography is only a small percentage of material that is misogynistic or depicts women in degrading ways. Furthermore, given the sheer volume of imagery that the public consumes on a daily basis, violent or misogynistic pornography is only a very small percentage of the imagery consumed. Thus, pornography does not permeate the lives of a large enough portion of the population for it to be the primary motivator for sexism and misogyny. A ban on pornography would not mark the end of misogynistic and subordinating depictions of women because not all viewers identify with pornography in the same way.
has pervaded American culture for centuries, and no single change will cause it to disappear overnight. Surely, sexism and violent imagery will continue even if pornography were censored; therefore, that reasoning does not justifiably support a censorship of pornography.

Anti-censorship supporters also argue that the censorship of pornography could lead to greater oppression of women and could hinder progress toward social equality. While many pro-censorship supporters argue that taking away First Amendment protections of pornography will result in the stifling of speech that encourages the subordination of women, censorship is actually more likely to be used to stifle the speech of advocates for social and sexual equality. For example, pro-censorship crusaders Catharine MacKinnon and Andrea Dworkin authored anti-pornography legislation for adoption in Minnesota that was similar to censorship legislation adopted in Canada. The Canadian legislation resulted in the suppression of gay and lesbian publications and feminist works, which were very different from the pornographic materials pro-censorship advocates wanted to suppress. Similar unintended suppression of speech could result if pornography was censored in the United States. Another concern is that the censorship of pornography will extend to the censorship of violent sexual imagery produced by artists, whose works are primarily used as a tool to fight for greater gender equality by educating the public on the struggles of women and to combat sexual violence. Thus, many activists and artists who use these words and images that pro-censorship feminists condemn would also risk censorship if pornographic materials were to lose their protection under the First Amendment. Consequently, pornography censorship advocates “endanger a great deal of activist speech” beyond pornography and can lead to a regression of women’s rights instead of their advancement. Thus, the significant benefits of pornography outweigh its costs and justify its continued protection under the First Amendment.

Anti-censorship feminists also argue that pornography might act as a release for men and result in a reduction of misogyny and the rates of sexual violence against women. Pornographic material may serve as an outlet for men that allows them to enact their sexual desires independently instead of with women who would otherwise be subordinated by the sexual contact. Todd Kendall’s study analyzing correlations between access to the Internet and the number of rapes committed per year showed that with the increased popularity of the Internet came easier and more widespread access to pornography, and subsequently a decline in the number of rape victimizations. Although there are contradictory studies, Kendall’s study illuminates that there is a potential for pornography to act as a substitute for rape and that it may actually lead to a decrease in violence against women.

Pro-sex feminists, another type of anti-censorship advocates, argue that women find pornography pleasurable and can gain empowerment by consuming it. Additionally, they argue that pornography can be used as a tool to educate women about their bodies and to educate their partners about more pleasurable sexual behaviors. In 1987, women were estimated to watch 40% of the nearly 100 million pornographic films rented each year. Furthermore, a 2003 online study by Texas Christian University has shown that more university women are approving of pornography each year, possibly as a result of greater feelings of empowerment among women. Through pornography, women can take control of their own sexuality by learning new ways to sexually gratify themselves. Therefore, if pornography inspires viewers to reenact the sexual depictions, then pornography that positively depicts strong women has the potential to redefine sex roles and empower women to interact as active sexual partners. Pornography can and should be used to advance women’s sexual freedoms, which greatly justifies its protection under the First Amendment.

A final argument advanced by anti-censorship feminists is that women can produce pornography with positive images of women that illustrate a spectrum of female sexual desire. Catharine MacKinnon argues that pornography sexually subordinates women, breaks down their self-esteem, and increases aggression and violence towards women. Using this same logic, it can be inferred that pornography that depicts positive images of women would result in pornography benefiting women in positive ways. Thus, women should be encouraged to produce pornography that positively depicts women in order to break down gender stereotypes. Both sexes should be encouraged to use pornography as a tool to educate their partners
on the sexual spectrum and to promote a dialogue between people to express their feelings.\textsuperscript{111} Suppression of pornography could cause women to feel ashamed about their desires because they do not have a private way of understanding what other women find enjoyable and comparing it to their own desires. Censorship of pornography takes away a means for women to see that their feelings or desires are not “weird” or “abnormal.”\textsuperscript{112} Therefore, censorship of pornography may hinder women’s sexual and social progression towards equality by taking away a forum for women to discuss and learn about their sexuality.

\textit{b. Argument in Favor of Censorship}

Anti-pornography crusader Catharine MacKinnon argues that pornography plays a leading role in the actualization and perpetuation of the subordination of women in a number of ways.\textsuperscript{113} MacKinnon and others argue that the first harm of pornography is its actual production,\textsuperscript{114} which involves the humiliation, beating, torturing, raping, and killing of women. The actual production of some pornography involves the coercion or forcible rape of women.\textsuperscript{115} An example of this is the pornographic film \textit{Deep Throat}.\textsuperscript{116} Although the film depicts a willing participant, the woman in the film, Linda Marchiano, was actually being held against her will and forcibly raped in all of the scenes in which she was forced to participate.\textsuperscript{117} According to Marchiano, “during the filming of \textit{Deep Throat} she was physically and psychologically imprisoned, sexually exploited, ‘beaten, hypnotized, raped and threatened with death or disfigurement.’”\textsuperscript{118} However, pornography films also have fictitious depictions of the rape of a woman. Therefore, it is difficult to determine whether rape is being perpetrated in the making of a film or the women are willing participants playing a role for the plotline. This inability to readily determine whether pornography depicts true acts or just fiction is important because it again illustrates that the purported harms of pornography are not concrete enough to overcome pornography’s protection under the First Amendment. While there are instances where the production of pornography is harmful to the women involved, the harms are not tangible enough to overcome the clear benefits that pornography can have for women and society.

Pro-censorship supporters argue that pornography sexualizes violence against women and portrays women as sexually subordinate to men.\textsuperscript{119} Similarly, pro-censorship supporters argue that pornography erodes moral standards and lowers resistance to deviant sexual behavior and expression.\textsuperscript{120} For example, if pornography shows a man dominating a woman, the pornography eroticizes the subordination of women.\textsuperscript{121} A similar example is the eroticization of the use of violence against women in pornography, which results in consumers rationalizing and normalizing violence as acceptable both in sexual relations and in casual interactions with women. It follows that the consumption of this kind of pornography influences its viewers\textsuperscript{122} and causes them to normalize these interactions and, consequently, a gendered sexual hierarchy.\textsuperscript{123} Therefore, pro-censorship supporters argue that pornography reflects the gender hierarchy of female subordination and then reinforces and normalizes these sexual interactions, which helps perpetuate them in real world interactions.\textsuperscript{124} As pornography desensitizes its consumers to violence,\textsuperscript{125} there is a subsequent increase in their tolerance and normalization of inappropriate sexual acts, such as rape and female sexual servitude,\textsuperscript{126} and a decrease in the public perception of women.\textsuperscript{127} On the other hand, pornography that depicts positive treatment of women could also normalize these interactions. The influence that pornography has on its viewers depends on the type of pornography available and the type consumed. Therefore, if more pornography is produced and consumed that positively depicts interactions between men and women, then the purported harms of pornography are much weaker. Thus, although pro-censorship feminists point out a valid concern about pornography, this harm can be changed into a benefit. It does not present a clear reason why pornography should lose its protection under the First Amendment.

Lastly, pro-censorship supporters have tried to use studies to support their assertion that the consumption of pornography desensitizes men to sexual violence against women and leads to increased incidences of sexual violence against women.\textsuperscript{128} Supporters argue that pornography increases levels of aggression in its consumers,\textsuperscript{129} which may lead to sexual violence directed at women “that would not have occurred but for the massive circulation
of pornography." Thus, pornography arguably influences how men think about and act towards women, resulting in men perpetrating acts of sexual violence against women. However, these studies are not conclusive and there are just as many studies that conclude that pornography actually decreases incidences of sexual violence towards women. Thus, the purported harms of pornography are not clear enough to overcome its protection as a form of speech under the First Amendment, especially in the face of studies that find that pornography plays a positive role in society.

The censorship debate illustrates the potential benefits and harms of pornography. The pro-censorship feminists warn about the harms of the production of pornography and the threat of increased misogyny. Anti-censorship feminists advance arguments that an absence of pornography will not bring an end to misogyny. Instead, they argue that pornography should be produced and consumed by women to counter gender inequality and to educate women on the spectrum of sexuality. A comparison of the arguments has shown that there are significant benefits of pornography and that there is not enough evidence of harm to justify the removal of the First Amendment protection of pornography. Non-obscene pornography should remain protected as a form of speech under the First Amendment because it has the potential to significantly benefit women and society beyond what it has already contributed to, such as the demedicalization of female sexuality. Furthermore, taking away pornography’s protection under the First Amendment might have many unforeseen and harmful consequences, such as taking away an artistic form of expression for artists and activists.

V. The Benefits of Pornography and the Child Pornography Counterargument

Part V will be advanced in two subsections. Below, Subsection A explains how the many benefits of pornography have played a role in the demedicalization of female sexuality. Subsection B addresses the problems with this Paper’s strongest counterargument: child pornography.

a. Analysis of Pornography and the Demedicalization of Female Sexuality

A very important feature of pornography is that it is defined as a type of speech, allowing it to have First Amendment protection. Many pro-censorship supporters, however, argue that pornography is conduct, not speech. Professor Frederick Schauer argues that pornography should be classified as conduct because it produces “a purely physical effect.” However, other forms of speech also produce physical effects, such as a book whose story causes its reader to cry or music that inspires listeners to dance. Furthermore, sexual acts in and of themselves are connected to human identities and emotions. Therefore, as Professor David Cole argues, depictions of sexual interactions are equally connected to these innate human qualities. Cole claims that pornography cannot be classified only as conduct because it also provokes human emotional reactions and not purely physical reactions. Pornography should continue to be protected speech because it has the ability to communicate important ideas to and between women and it evokes beneficial physical and emotional responses.

Pornography is an important type of speech because it plays a vital role in the communication of ideas. Without pornography, women would have no private means to gain knowledge about intercourse without actually engaging in sexual intercourse. A limitation on access to pornography would force women to learn about their sexuality at the level of their partners, which opens up the possibility for an abuse of power by that sexual partner who might be more focused on his own sexual gratification and less interested in helping a woman understand what is pleasurable for her. This could cause a woman to potentially medicalize her dissatisfaction with her sexual relationship as women have done in the past, instead of identifying a problem with how her partner treats her. Additionally, women who are unable to observe other sexual interactions may find themselves thinking that they are alone in their personal desires. These are the feelings that gave nymphomania its power over women and enabled the stifling of female sexuality. However, when a woman sees pornography that shows a woman enjoying the things she desires to do with her partner, it may help the woman realize that
Thus, feminist producers of pornography can women and popularize notions of sexual equality. If pro-censorship feminists argue, then pornography can be produced by or for women to sexually empower women to resist attempts by others to label their sexual acts and desires as disease by functioning as a tool for building personal knowledge and encouraging public discourse. Feminist producers of pornography can integrate storylines and interactions into their films that teach women how to embrace their sexuality and understand that their desires are shared. The pornography industry realized decades ago “that traditional female repugnance to porn can melt when the product is cleaned up a bit and presented at home, where the woman can feel safe and treat the movie as a prelude to lovemaking.” This kind of pornography already exists in films where, for example, women are the aggressors seeking pleasure instead of just responding to male sexual propositions. The Internet is a great way to expand the availability of empowering pornographic material for women by making it easier to create, disseminate, access, and view pornography. These pornographic depictions can push the limits of acceptable sexual boundaries and prevent society from demonizing and medicalizing sexuality that deviates from traditional gender and sex norms. Women have already produced their own pornographic materials that send positive, sexually empowering messages to women. In 1984, one of the best-known porn stars of her time, Candida Royale, established Femme Productions, a production company focused on producing pornographic films for women and couples, “because she wanted to make a different kind of porn film — one that showed women celebrating their own lustiness.” By providing women with a new type of pornography that celebrated their sexuality, female producers of pornography like Candida Royale contributed to the demedicalization of female sexuality.

Part of the power of the label of “nymphomania” came from its ability to reinforce the gender hierarchy. Women can use pornography to raise their sexual equality to a level equal to men by turning the tables of sexual criticism on men. Pornography allows women to compare their male partners, their bodies, and their performances to the male actors on screen. Women who compare their partners to the men on screen hopefully do so to improve the sexual experience for both partners in an amicable way. However, the argument has been made that men use pornography to subjugate and objectify women; it would be naïve to think that women could not use pornography in this fashion just as easily against men. This would then be an example of women subverting patriarchy through pornography. Thus, women can use pornography to assert their
dominance over men and spread the notion that male sexual dominance is not inherent. Therefore, women have arguably used pornography to break down the strength of the sexual hierarchy by putting men’s sexuality under the microscope.

Sexuality is still partially medicalized today in the form of sex addiction and sex therapy. However, sex therapy can be beneficial because the therapy itself may show a woman that her sexual desires are not indicative of illness, but are instead normal or common. Many women confuse their sexual frustrations and fantasies as signs of sexual deviance. One illustration of this follows: a woman, from a very religious background who married a man whom she does not find attractive and who was unable to sexually satisfy her, entered sex therapy because she had fantasies about being forced to unhappyly dance naked for a group of men in a seedy room and then perform sexual acts on them. While this woman saw her fantasies as symptoms of disease, her therapist explained that her fantasy was the expression of a mix of feeling sexually empowered, sexually irresistible, and shameful about sexual enjoyment because of her childhood and the lack of sexual attraction in her marriage. This woman’s sexual anxieties were being played out in her dreams. Luckily, her therapist was able to help her interpret her dreams and fantasies instead of merely diagnosing her as diseased. Pornography can be used in individual or couples sex therapy to bring a couple closer together by taking the fear out of their sexual fantasies, and spicing up their sex lives. Some sex therapists recommend that couples watch pornography together and use it to refresh their relationships or spark sexual desire. Pornography has been blamed for tearing couples apart because a spouse is hiding pornographic consumption or feeling that their sexual desires are indicative of disease. However, pornography can also be used openly to bring a couple together as a form of therapy. Pornography should remain protected under the First Amendment because its advantages outweigh any disadvantages it might have.

b. Addressing the Counterargument of Child Pornography

Organizations such as the North American Man/Boy Love Association (hereinafter NAMBLA), might argue that child pornography has similar positive effects for men who are aroused by children as adult pornography has on women and for similar reasons should not be censored. As described in Subsection A, pornography allows women to realize that their sexual desires are not symptoms of illness or feelings that “normal” women do not experience. Adults aroused by children might make a similar argument that child pornography could be just as beneficial to them because it allows them to see that there are others like them and it prevents them from interpreting their feelings as symptoms of disease. However, there are important differences that explain why child pornography should be censored in all circumstances but not adult pornography. Child pornography should remain unprotected by the First Amendment because: 1) the government has an interest in protecting the wellbeing of children because of their unique social status, 2) the harms that child pornography causes have proven to be far greater than any benefits it might have, and 3) child pornography involves an “underlying crime in its creation” where the minors depicted are under the age of consent.

The arguments in favor of adult pornography cannot be used to support child pornography because the harms child pornography causes are very distinct from those of adult pornography.

First Amendment law has essentially established a hierarchy of sexual speech, which creates some latitude to regulate sexual speech. The most restricted sexual speech is child pornography primarily because children are a unique social group with vulnerable qualities and the state has an interest in protecting them. In 1982, the Supreme Court held in New York v. Ferber that “the government may prohibit the exhibition, sale, or distribution of child pornography even if it does not meet the test for obscenity.” Ferber expounded the notion that child pornography has less protection than obscene speech and is per se subject to censorship; therefore, the state has a clear and long-standing interest in “safeguarding the physical and psychological well-being of a minor.” Children are a unique social group because of their inability to fully make choices for themselves to the extent that adults can. Children are often easier targets of manipulation and make riskier decisions because their brains do not fully develop until they are in their twenties. In most states, children cannot legally consent to sexual activities until the age of 16 or 17 years. However,
even children who have reached the age of consent may not fully appreciate the consequences that their acts can have in the future.\textsuperscript{182} It is hard for a child to comprehend that the acts that are recorded when the child is young might be available to any person for the rest of his or her life.\textsuperscript{183} Children also need the protection of the state because they are inherently less powerful than adults, which may result in children feeling unable to communicate their unwillingness to participate in pornography.\textsuperscript{184} Furthermore, the inherent powerlessness of children both physically and due to their undeveloped mental capacity will often make them unable to resist forced participation in pornography. The state has an interest in protecting children from harm that can result from being coerced into pornography because children do not have the mental capacity to make informed decisions regarding sexual activity.\textsuperscript{185} Additionally, children are inherently dependent on adults to provide for them, making them vulnerable to coercion into child pornography because they lack the capacity to provide food, clothing, and shelter for themselves. This unique status of children allows them to be exposed to greater harm by child pornography than women are by adult pornography and therefore justifies the censorship of child pornography.

This difference in harms is one of the strongest reasons for the censorship of child pornography. As a result of being sexually abused in the creation of pornography, children “can incur physical injuries such as genital bruising, cuts, lacerations and sexually transmitted diseases. The children may [also] suffer psychological injuries including depression, anger, withdrawal, low self-esteem and feelings of worthlessness.”\textsuperscript{186} Additionally, children may experience emotional harm in the form of anxiety, regret, or fear that comes with the possibility that the sexual acts may be distributed widely and viewed by anyone.\textsuperscript{187} While adults forced into pornography production could experience some similar consequences, they are legally allowed to participate in sexual acts whereas children are not. This is presumptively because of the harmful effects participation in sexual activity can have on children, even when the participation in the sexual activity seems consensual.\textsuperscript{188} Thus, child pornography is a very unique form of speech, which has harms so grave that it does not warrant protection under the First Amendment.

An additional harm that results from child pornography is the sexualization of minors that could result in societal perceptions of children as sexual objects, possibly leading to widespread sexual abuse of children.\textsuperscript{189} Although adult pornography might arguably inspire degrading acts against women,\textsuperscript{190} there is a distinction between the harm that can result from the consumption of child pornography and the harm that can result from adult pornography. Child pornography is \textit{per se} sexual abuse because of the child’s inability to consent, while adult women have the ability to consent and to participate in pornography. The sexualization of women should not inherently be feared because women can gain personal empowerment and pleasure out of their sexuality and are legally able to consent.\textsuperscript{191} Thus, sexualizing children and influencing societal perceptions of children as sexual objects is a far greater harm to children than the harms that can result from sexualizing women.

Child pornography is different from adult pornography and should remain censored because the actual acts are illegal activities where the child is under the age of consent.\textsuperscript{192} Depending on the jurisdiction, minors who are 16 or 17 years old may be old enough to consent to sexual acts.\textsuperscript{193} However, approximately eighty percent of child pornography involves the images of pre-pubescent children.\textsuperscript{194} Thus, a vast majority of child pornography includes children under the age of consent and by definition includes depictions of child sexual abuse and molestation. Adult pornography, on the other hand, is not \textit{per se} illegal because it involves the participation of adults, who are legally capable of consent. While there may be instances where adult pornography includes depictions of women being raped,\textsuperscript{195} it is difficult to differentiate between actual depictions of rape and fictional rape scenes. Furthermore, many of these harms are speculative and not readily identifiable. As a result, these hypothesized harms do not outweigh the numerous benefits that result from adult pornography generally. Child pornography, however, always causes harm to children because of their unique status in society and as a result of the illegality of sexual conduct under the age of consent. Therefore, child pornography does not deserve the protection from censorship that adult pornography deserves.
VI. Conclusion

Under current First Amendment doctrine, non-obscene pornography is a protected form of speech. While there are valid arguments that pornography can lead to misogyny and sexual violence against women, there are equally valid arguments that pornography can benefit women sexually, politically, and socially. There is a presumption of protection for speech, including pornography, which requires that there be a showing that the harms caused by pornography outweigh the value in protecting pornography as a form of speech. There is not enough evidence to show that the potential harms from the production and distribution of pornography outweigh the vast number of benefits. It is clear, however, that the freedom to express one’s views without fear of censorship or punishment is a greatly valued and important right. Censoring pornography would be a grave mistake that could detrimentally affect women socially, sexually, politically, and medically.

Historically, there have been times when a woman who had any sexual desires or who was sexually dissatisfied because of her partner’s inability to perform sexually would have likely been diagnosed as a “nymphomaniac” or some other type of sexual deviant. These labels often resulted in unnecessary medical treatment based on a dominant cultural stigma against women who strayed from “normal” sexual expression. Additionally, this labeling of women prevented both men and women from understanding the actual causes of their sexual and social dissatisfaction. Pornography has given women an outlet to express themselves, a form of literature to educate themselves, and a tool with which to communicate their feelings and lack of fulfillment. Pornography, like other forms of speech, contains the risk that its production might hurt others. However, the United States would be setting an unprecedented restrictive standard if it chose to censor speech for fear that a few may be hurt, and First Amendment doctrine has long rejected this justification for censorship. Not only does this logic not make sense, but it also fails to take into account the abundant number of ways pornographic speech benefits society, especially women. Specifically, there is evidence to show that pornography has helped lead to the demedicalization of female sexuality. The production and consumption of pornography by women has given women agency in the fight against the medicalization of their sexuality. The censorship of pornography would risk stunting the sexual and social rights that women have gained in the last few decades, instead of causing the social progression that feminists seek. Women need more speech, not less, to successfully confront the patriarchal system and gain gender equality. Therefore, pornography should remain a protected form of speech under the First Amendment.
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